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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Charlotte Lieber (ca 1900-1991) was the daughter of Otto Lieber, member of a prominent German-American family in Indianapolis. She worked at Family Service Association in Indianapolis until her retirement. She was a member of Mu Phi Epsilon, professional women's musical sorority. She moved to Westminster Village North in 1977.

Sources: Materials in collection
Shubrick T. Kothe

SCOPE AND CONTENT

This collection contains pages from a small loose-leaf notebook in which Miss Lieber kept recipes for Christmas
cookies; typed accounts of her illnesses and those of her relatives (she notes that during her stay at Methodist Hospital in January-April 1960 she received 499 cards, 388 visitors, and 71 flowers or other gifts); and accounts of trips she took from 1938 on, the ones after 1960 recorded in (typed) diary form.
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